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Returning from the Dead: His Secret
Lover Chapter 1244

Chapter 1244 What Do You Mean By Seven Inches

Given how swiftly the battle was progressing, its end wasn’t far away.

Sebastian smirked to himself.

Reaching for his mouse, he prepared to change his view to the security
cameras outside.

The reason was that he didn’t see Sasha in the security feeds inside the
museum. In fact, if he remembered correctly, he saw Kingston dragging her
out just before the plan went sideways.

Therefore, he needed to locate her at once.

Or else, if she were taken away again, it would be even harder to find her.

Zap!

Suddenly, the computer screen jolted for a moment.

Sebastian furrowed his eyebrows in response.
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After adjusting it for a while, he noticed that the screen had stabilized.
However, it was showing a different scene. What appeared before him was no
longer the security feed from the cameras. Instead, it was the video of a man.

With a head full of white hair, the man was holding a walking stick while
smiling intently at him.

“Sebastian, how was it? Did you enjoy the game?”

Looking into the camera, Eddie greeted Sebastian with a vibrant smile.

Sebastian’s pupils constricted at once.

“Sebastian, I have played games like this fifty years ago. Back then, I was the
one who directed my brother’s battles. Consequently, I threw all of them into
utter confusion,” Eddie rambled on toward the camera.

Furthermore, he let out a contemptuous expression when he did so.

Sebastian was stunned. Was that what really happened?

He didn’t enter the secret room in the Aquene Temple. Therefore, he wasn’t
aware of the bad blood between the brothers. However, Louis was the one
who had always been praised as the founding leader of the nation.

Did he actually need his younger brother to dictate his plans for him?

Sebastian was skeptical. “Have you gone mad trying to take your brother’s
place? You not only want to take his position but also steal the credit for all his
noble deeds?”

“Hahaha…”
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Much to his surprise, Eddie burst into laughter.

Holding his walking stick in front of the camera, Eddie laughed so hard that
tears streamed out of his eyes.

“I didn’t expect the ingenious son of Shin Jadeson not to know anything at all.
What’s wrong? Didn’t your father tell you about me waiting underneath the
Aquene Temple for decades?”

Sebastian was speechless.

“Let me tell you. Ever since my brother brought me to the cave when I was
twenty-five, I never left at all. Even though I was a dwarf who needed to be fed,
everyone knew that I was the one who contributed the most when Louis
assumed command of the battle. In fact, even Judith was well aware of it!”

He suddenly brought up the famous founding mother of the nation.

However, Sebastian didn’t say another word.

He was shocked by Eddie’s revelation.

If that’s the case, was Louis not as noble and capable as we thought? Was his
disabled twin brother the true reason for his success?

Sebastian’s fingers on his mouse began to clench into a fist.

“So what? What’s the point of telling me all this? Do you want me to
acknowledge your achievements so as to legitimize the reasons for your
repeated treason?”
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“That’s not what I want!” Eddie snapped angrily as if Sebastian had struck a
nerve.

“I just want to let you know that your antics are nothing to me, even if you
attempted to use the bait and switch tactic. Sebastian, just you wait. I have a
bigger present waiting for you.”

Just as he spoke, the screen jolted again.

This time, it had returned to normal. Sitting in his chair, Sebastian finally saw
Sasha on the screen.

“Sasha!”

“What are you doing? Kingston, let go of me! Release me this instant!”

She was in a sealed room somewhere unknown.

At that moment, Sasha, still in her red dress, was banging loudly on the locked
door.

As for Kingston, he was standing right behind her.

Squinting his eyes, Sebastian roared immediately, “Eddie, what are you trying
to do? Are you even a man to get a lady involved? If you have the guts, you
should fight me man to man!”

“No, you’re wrong. Against you, I want to keep your seven inches in check.”

The insidious voice rang out from the screen.
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Sebastian face suddenly lost all color.

Jumping to his feet, he wanted to dash out at once. However, when he saw
Sasha on the screen, he noticed the bright red spots underneath her striking
red dress.

The sight shook him to the core.

“Look carefully, Sebastian. The explosives on your wife have been triggered. If
you want to save her, you must get everyone in the museum to stop moving.
Once I have killed everyone and left, I will then release her.”

That old b*stard is as venomous as a viper!

He used Sasha to threaten Sebastian but didn’t want to take his life directly.

Instead, he wanted Devin and Karl to stop their actions so that he could
massacre everyone before sparing Sasha.

Why is he doing this?
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